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Fulton Jaycee President Paul
last
Kasnow, returning from
week's state convention at Owensboro said: "Next year we've got
to do better." So prepare for a
whirlwind program of activities
from the energetic young men of
the twin cities if they intend to
do better than get ,eight first
place awards, out of twelve categories of competition in their
club group. Mr. Kasnow seemed
particularly disappointed that the
club did not win one of the sweepstakes awards, so look for a cita-
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It's going to be awfully lonesome next year when school opens
to realize that popular, efficient
and capable Bill Cottrell will not
be saying "class come to order."
Bill has resigned as principal of
South Fulton Elementary School
to devote his full time to the
ministry of Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Bill is one of those
persons who has the courage of
his convictions, the ability to see
through his courageous programs
and at the same time tactful
enough not to make enemies along
the way.

tion In that department next
year.
The local club took the first
place honors this way:
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Chamber of Commerce Appeals To Ward
For Early Action On US 51 To Fulton
The Tourist Promotion_ Committee of Om FultonSouth Fulton.Chamber of Commerce is today publicly
appealing to Highway Commissioner Henry Ward to
take action to repair Highway 51 from Wickliffe to Fulton. In a letter to the Commissioner the road was called
"a stepchild of Kentucky that has been by-passed for
years and years on improvements."
Citing the tremendous amount of daily traffic that
flows over this stretch of highWay, the letter pointed
out that imprOvement of the road .would greatly . enhance the tourist traffic through this area.
-The letter to Mr. Ward. written by News Publisher
Paul' Westpheling at the -request of the Tourist Promotion committee is as follows:

BIG FISHING!

Let's Salute James W.Williams
Local Man Is Commissioned Officer

More than one hundred boys and
girls will sit on the banks of
beautiful Pepsi Cola Lake on
Saturday to try their skill in the
annual Jaycee-Pepsi Cola Fishing
Rodeo. Fishing will begin at two
Chief Signalman James W. Wilo'clock and end at four p. m., and
Ky., puts
Charles Reams says there are liams, USN, of Fulton,
aside his chief's uniform Saturday
plenty of fish in the lake. May 12th for that of an officer
during brief ceremonies in the
cabin of Commander Destroyer
John F. Kennedy, President:
"An educational system which is Flotilla ONE, Rear Admiral Clyde
inadequate today will be worse J. VanArsdall, Jr., USN, aboard
tomorrow, unless we act now to the flagship USS DIXIE (AD-14).
The Admiral swore in Chief
improve it."

ing of the, Tourist Promotion
Committee of the Fulton-South
ninon Chamber of Commerce.
and have been asked to represent
that group in expressing the views
in this letter to you.
thave just come from a meetFirst, let me say that we iill

Hon. Henry Ward. Commissioner
of Highways
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
•
Dear Henry:

Williams under the Limited Duty
Officers Program which enables
outstanding enlisted men to become commissioned officers. In accepting the commission. Williams
said,"
. I will.support and defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign
Poppy Day, an annual memorial
or domestic; that
'I will bear true to the war -dead and disabled vet(Continued on page tofiq
eran, is sponsored by the American Leeien Auxiliary, and will be
14.
observed.in Fulton Saturday. May
26. Mrs. Frank Barber has been
appointed Poppy Day Chairman
and will direct the volunteer
workers of the Auxiliary.

Memories of Far Flung Battlefields
To Be Observed Poppy Day May 26

Voters Seek To Avenge Fraud
Yodutt,t saabytatsnei-next Charges Hurled At Them By Stubblefield
Bill Cottrell is a newspaperman's kind of public servant. Countv
More than once he has called us

(Continued on page seven)

In an off-year election, the congressional race between encumbent Frank Albert Stubblefield and former
Congressman Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield is the only
contest to merit the attention of the voters in the First
District next Tuesday. With only token opposition Wilson Wyatt is the Democratic candidate and Thurston
Morton is the Republican candidate for the United States
Senate. While most political observers consider this a
"quiet election" the past week has brought enthusiastic
review of the changes made in 1958 by Mr. Stubblefield
that the election in Fulton County was conducted with
conspiracy and voting irregularities by State employees.
Mr. Stubblefield's counter-suit was specifically hurled
at irregularities in the County Barn at Hickman.

BILL COTTRELL

Single Copy, 10c
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First place awards were in:
InterInternational Relations,
Club Relations,Publications, Public Relations, Ways and Means,
Agricultural and Conservation, Religious and Christmas activities
and Internal Affairs. They also
won two second places and one
third and placed in all but one
group.
James Butts was defeated in his
race for external vice president
by Tom Lucas of Elizabethtown,
but was appointed state treasurer
by the new president on Sunday
morning at the board meeting. He
is the 1961 president of the Fulton
chapter.
Those attending from Fulton included — Mr. and Mrs. Jim Butts,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fossett, David Pirtle and
Paul Kasnow.

In the counter-suit Mr. Stubblefield also charged W. F. Foster,
Mayfield industrialist and former
Graves County school superintendent James "Baby" Deweese
with fraud and bribery and

•
Microfilm Center
University of Kentucky
Journalism Building
Room 212
Lexington, Kentucky

charged "high State officials"
with similar fraud and bribery
charges.
"It is ironic," a staunch Gregory supporter told the News
Wednesday "that these same per-

The poppy, as the memorial
flower for American war dead, is
a tradition which began in the
first World
sons whom Mr. Stubblefield chas- years following the
their
tised in 1958 for fraud are re- War. Veterans returning to
portedly in his corner this tithe."
Mr. Gregory, the "lily Congressman ever unseat- I in the First
District, lost the ,q58 election by
a scant 341, aft
the Federal
Bureau of Investi..ition conducted
an investigation
voting irregularities in Logan and Calloway
counties, two of ale only three
counties carried 1-2, Mr. Stubble•
interested Tr !-e-Criltic
field in 1958. Following the in- .All
in Fillton Courty :ire itivitc,I
vestigation rrtorhan 10,000 vot- men
to httend a meeting Friday MOIL
from the rolls
ers were is
May 25 at 7:30 p. m. for the purIn Logan County.
pose of forming a Democratic WeFulton County voter, turned out men's Club in the county. The
in small numbers four years ago, tneeting will be held at the Fulton
however it is believed that the Electric System's office on Lake
vote may be larger this time since Street. (formerly the •KU office.)
many Gregory
supporters are
Area Officials of the Democratic
planning to avenge the unproven Women's Club of Kentucky will
charge made against tnem by Mr. be in attendance to assist with
Stubblefield in the 1958 election. the organizational procedure and
(Continued on page four)
a large crowd is • urged to attend.

Democrat Ladies
To Form Group
Here On Friday

Cuban Family Can Smile Again As They Make Fulton Their Home
speaks Bnglish fluently and acted being taken from their parents
BY .10 WESTIMELING
as translator for her mother who and sent to Russia never to be
"Fulton is like Cuba in the hap- does not speak English. and for seen again." And it was obvious
py days before Castro," a tall, dis- her father who can make himself that all the Otanos had tears in
tinguished former Havana insur- understood in faltering English.
their eyes and their hearts when
ance agent said Wednesday mornAnd what Mr. Otano is success- their memories flashed back to
ing when asked what he thought ful in making you understand is the relatives and friends they left
of the city. "The town is quiet that Cuba, 45 minutes by air from in Cuba, where the family has
and peaceful and the people have American shores. is a virtual con- lived for generations.
happy looks on their faces."
centration camp for the nearly 90
Mr. Otano has had four years
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Otano, and per cent of the Cuban people who of commercial science; he is an
their two children Martha and are not followers of Castro; who accountant and a typist. His wife
Tony arrived in Fulton Tuesday makes you understand that the is also a typist and the church is
afternoon under a combined pro- children of Cuba are being taught already making inquiries to get logfgrn of the State Department and in the schools that there is no God, cal employment fur • them. MeanIhe Church World Service to find only the State, and the State_is- while the Baptist Church is caring
&canes for Cuban families leaving Castro.
for them with every attention,.
-their native country to get away
Otano's eyes sparkled with in- even spending money.
ftom the oppression and dictator- dignation and hurt when he stood
Strikingly
beautiful
Regina
ship of the Castro government. The and recounted how the Castro re- Otano is 34 years old and her husfamily is being sponsored by the gime seeks to divide the family to band is 36. Little Tony is about
First Baptist Church of Fulton bring about the end of the home seven. The family is highly intellis and Rev. and Mrs. Truett Miller and make it a tool of the State.
gent and cultured and will be an
WELCOME TO FULTON, Rev. Truett Miller, left, says to Jose Otano were on hand at the neat home on
"I left Cuba," he said, "because asset to Fulton. They are not percenter and little Tony, who had to stand on the arm of a sofa to Third Street when this News reI wanted my wife and my children sons to stay long handicapped by
match his father's six foot, two-inch heighth.
porter arrived for a visit. The con- to live as a family. Children are
(Continued on page live)
gregation of the church has rented the apartment, furnished it,
and stocked the pantry with food
until Mr. Otano can find employment, and that doesn't seem to be
In the too distance future.
For in Cuba, Mr. Otano was a'
successful and prominent Insurance agent. Last October he left
his home and-travelled to Miami
to make a home in America. Allowed only 86 pounds of luggage,
'his venture to America is to begin a new life. The family's lovely home. $10,000 in office equipment, their valuable possessions
were all confiscated by the Cuban
government, never to be returned.
Their household furniture was
crated and sent to Russia and the
only item of value Mrs. Otano
brought to America was a beautiful, diamond wedding ring, which
she was able to keep on her finger IT WAS A CAR LIKE THIS Jose Otano points out to his son Tony as
MAYBE SOME LITTLE RUSSIAN GIRL HAS MY DOLL, Martha because she turned the diamond he looks at the miniature model of a Mercedes.-Benz that was confiscated from them by the Cuban government. Martha Otano is at the
(Nano says to her mother left, as Mts. Truett Miller looks on at right.
band into the palm of her hand
The doll was one of the many Items placed in the home by thoughtful making it appear a simple band. left and Mrs. Otano stands behind her son.
members of the First Baptist Church.
Martha is nine years old. She
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the devastated balt:,•fields of
France and Flanders. and the soldiers of all nations came to look
upon this flowers as a living ;ym-.
bol of their dead comrades' sacrifice.
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However, US-51 ft um WicktH
all the "cl'Ay to Fulton is 11
child of Kentucky.that has beer
by-passed for years and years
improvements: today it rem.:
an item of great concern to Full •
and all communities along its
route. US-51 follws the exact path
today that it was given over 33
years ago. It has the same steep
hills, the same sharp curves, the
same narrow bridges and the same
narrow pavement . that it was
givea. about 19'29 vet
carr,
over --5000 vehi,
Kentucky. It is ,aneers: it
avoided as much as possible, by
tourists, i;nd it remains an .anti(plated 40.-mile link with
Illinois highways f,-eding in fir
the North. iind a good Te-nle
US-45-41 feeding in from
South,
you nr,,bably
the southbound

-A canadian officer. Colonel John
riurimt
McCrae. who \‘'10:, kill
Intl; F11:11111 1!
the war. iMmortidized the flower -15-E into
Tennea, •
in his famous poem, "In Fltaalcrs' 14111 we are
tretnempfaFields." Its opening line;
ed in seeing US-51
miliar to millians of pec H. a roun,1 'we have
lank. '
the world: wariano
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Mrs. Wiley To
Present Piano
,he - • Recital Friday
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Club. Taking part in the program
eainued on page Mar)
will be Karen and Janet Taylor.
Jimmy Powell. 'Gary McBride.
Mariaha Weakie. Marrianne Crider,
Donna Peeples, Doris I3owlin and
Virginia • MOSS -Also. Thomas Powell, Joy Jobe.
Linda Crider: Mary Jo WestphelMg, Kathy Highland. Carol Heithcock, Brenda McBride. Carbie Lou
Bolin, and Molly Alexander-:
Also. Peggy Rnms, Laura HefDurbin. incoming presiKellena
..
dent,
dent. Anna Belle Edwards, out- ley. John Reed, Le t h a Exum,
Moss,
going president. and Mary Alice Linda Alexander, Shelia
Coleman, incoming finance Chair- Jane Edwards and David Mossl
man, represented the local Busi- The ushers will be Joy Fagan,
ness & Professional Women's Sherry Millstead, and R. Paul
Club at the 1962 Stiae Convention Westpheling Mary Woodruff is
of the Kentucky Federation of also a student, but will be out of
B&PW Clubs on May 18-20 at the town on the day of the recital.
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
At the Friday night banquet all
District Directors, Vice Directors
and Club 'Presidents were honored. Nationaiaancl State awards
were presented that night and
Anna Belle. being Vice Director
and in the absence of Director of
District I. accepted awards made
to clubs in the District for outMrs. Robert RuclolpM.e. - electstanding work.
ed chairman of the Fulion Library
, Hazel Palmer, National Mem- board for the coming year. Mrs.
bership Evaluation Chairman and Rudolph' succeeds Mrs. Ernest
past National President, was the Fall, Jr., at whose home the meetconvention speaker, discussing the ing was held last week."'
1962-1963 program, plans and poliOther members of the board
cies of the National Organization. present for the meeting were:
Some 300 delegates and visitors Mrs. John Daniel. Mrs. Nathan
attended the Kentucky Conven- Wade, Mrs. Hebert Graham, Mrs.
tion.
Arch Huddlestcm, Mrs. Clarence
Founded in 1919. the National Moline and Mrs. Fall and
Mrs.
Federation of B&PW Clubs, In., Rudolph.
now has 175.000 members and is
The proposed drive for funds
the recognized national organiza- with which to operate the
library
(Continued on page five)
were discussed,

(,f

B&PW Members
Attend Meeting
Of State Group

Library Board
Discusses Plan
To Raise Ftinds

Jimmy Gurley Better
After Serious Mishap
The report has been received
that Jimmy Gurley is no longer
on the critical list at Baptist Hospital in Memphis. Jimmy was seriously burned last Friday, May 18.
when his motorcycle overturned
into gasoline which had overflowed on Lake Street. He was rushed
to Memphis where he received
treatment for second and third
degree burns. Be remained on the
critical list for three days, but is
now much improved, reports his
father, Mr. Larry Gurley, who returned from his bedside yesterday. Jimmy, 15. is a student at
South Fulton High School,

Grand Jury Says
County Jail Is
"Fit To Live In"
The Grand Jury of Fulton County respectfully reported to the
Circuit Court that on the 30th day
of April. 1962, at the request of
the Commonwealth Attorney, that
they visited tile Fulton County jail
located in Hickman, Kentucky
and inspected the facilities and the
county property at the jail.
They find and now report that
It is in an excellent state of repair, that it is clean, well kept, of
neat appearance and that the
security of the jail is perfect.

Cheer Up, Ye Employees With Too Much Work;
Be Glad The Lamp Chimney Is Now Light Bulb
The News office is going to bid
farewell next week to a very fine
young lady who has been our office
assistant for several months. Eva
Hopkins will join the staff of the M.
Livingston Company and we hope
that they enjoy .11t•-r, work and her
friendship as much as we have.
Eva is one of those people who
wants to be busy at all times and often when she caught up with her
bookkeeping, proof-reading, collect.
ing, circulation work, she'd often say,
"is there anything else you want me
to do." That was usually.a fatal mistake to ask us, for we'd often say,
"how about straightening up the office." She'd laugh, but what's more
would go about shining up everything around her: the undertaking
usually brought her some constant
needling from the boys in the back
shop. She took it good-naturedly and
laughed with them.
The other day we came across an
article in some periodical regarding
duties of employees of long ago and
we promised ourselves that someday
we'd print it for Eva's benefit. We
want her, and the back shop to know,
that when they get perturbed about
ancient machinery, broken - down
presses and some old-fashioned methods we employ in putting out this
newspaper, that our employee policy
is in keeping with the machinery.
Read this, all you employees and
employers, and when the salary check
looks too small (to the employee) and
too large to the employer) just remember man, we're progressing, man,
dig these employee rules.

1. Employees working here shall
dust the furniture, clean their desks
and sweep the floor daily.
2. All windows shall be cleaned
once a week.
3. Each employee shall bring his
own bucket of water and scuttle of
coal for the day's work.
4. Lamps shall be trimmed and
chimneys shall be cleaned daily. 5. Working hours shall be 7:00
,a, m to 8:00 p. m. every evening but
the Sabbath. On the Sabbath, everyone is expected to be in the Lord's
House.
6. Employees are expected to trim
their own pen nibs to suit themselves.
7. It is expected that each employee shall participate in the activities of the church and contribute liberally to the Lord's work.
8. All employees must show
themselves worthy of their hire.
9. All employees are expected to
be in bed by 10:00 p. m. Except: Each
male employee may be given one evening a week for courting purposes and
two evenings a week in the Lord's
House.
10. After an employee has been
with our firm for 5 years, he shall receive an added payment of 5c per day,
providing the firm has prospered in a
manner to make it possible
11. Any employee who is shaven
in public parlors, frequents pool
rooms or uses tobacco shall be
brought before management to give
reasons why he should be continued
in employment.
The foregoing are said to be the
rules in a carriage shop 80 years ago.

Gazette Says Hoyt Barnett is "Changed Man;"
And That Looks Like The Prospect For 1963
Last week.,the Hickman Courier,
stated that it was reprinting an article from the Hickman County Gazette concerning Representative Hoyt
Barnett, ostensibly as a service to its
readers. Since neither the Hickman
County Gazette (Clinton) nor the
Hickman Courier (Hickman) circulate widely all over the two counties
as much as they do in their own areas,
we too, are reprinting the portion of
the Gazette editorial that refers to Mr.
Barnett.
Here's the editorial clipping and
we'll comment on it after you read
it. The clipping:
"We are also concerned with legislators who call themselves Democrats while they are running for office. Our own reresentative Mr. Hoyt
Barnett calls himself a Democrat, but
we have searched the record of the
last legislative session in vain trying
to find something he did that would
prove he is a Democrat concerned
about the welfare of the state of Kentucky. His neighbors in Hickman,
who should know him best, say he is
not the "same" man who offered
himself as a public servant when he
sought their votes. They say he is a

"changed" man. We say he is not a
Democrat. The Democrat party serves
all the people—not just those who
have jobs in the Combs-Wyatt concession stands.
—from The Hickman County
Gazette"
We don't exactly know what
kind of a "change" Mr. Barnett's
Hickman neighbors are referring to
regarding the representative from
Fulton and Hickman counties, but
from our viewpoint we'd say that
come election time next year many
" voters of Fulton and Hickman counties will seek to change its present
representation in the Kentucky Genral Assembly.
The Gazette erred when it said
that Mr. Barnett represents "just
those who have jobs in the CombsWyatt concession stands." Frankly,
if Mr. Barnett performed even that
small service these job-holders might
find some justification for the support they gave him in his election.
But . . .
As heck, let's wait until next
year to take a good look at this
"changed" Hoyt Barnett.

Secretary Of Agriculture Cites June As Dairy Month
Secretary of Agriculture Orville
L. Freeman has called attentipn to
the 25th anniversary of June Dairy
Month to be celebrated by the American dairy industry, and praised the
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nation's dairy farmers for their contribution to almost 350 years of dairy
progress in the United States.
"Constant attention to breeding
and farm management, coupled with
advancements in processing and
marketing, have resulted in a continual abundance of nutritious, high
quality milk and dairy products for
our growing population," the Secretary said.
The nutritional value of milk
and dairy products in the daily diet
of young and old alike is widely recognized, Secretary Freeman said,
adding that the nutrients in dairy
foods represent a tremendous bargain the year around.
"We estimate that dairy foods
are about 28 percent of our total food
supply, yet only 19 cents out of each
market basket dollar goes for dairy
products" he pointed out.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeaffers

ginia, was watching and waiting
. . . it would not be long until he
saw a chance to fall upon a portion of the Union troops who
were dangerously divided by the
flood waters of the rivers before
Richmond.
The Homestead Act was finally
passed. For years the Nation had
been fighting over the question of
the vast public lands to the west.
Eastern manufacturers and Southern plantation owners had ganged
up on the Homestead bill in the
past. In 1860 a similar bill had
been passed but vetoed by President Buchanan. Lincoln had promised the Homestead bill as a plank
of his campaign platform. Manufacturers, before the Civil War,
had fought the Homestead act because it would permit their skilled
workers to move away and take
up free land. Plantation owners
had fought the bill because it
would increase the western states
in the Union.

The Land-Grant colleges had
just been established by the U. S.
On May 15 a Department of Agriculture was established. This department was not given Cabinet
status for another twenty-six
years.
Slavery was still bothering the
North. Just to prove that the
Civil War was not over slavery,
but was to preserve the Union,
Northern papers announced on
May 16 that "The Fugitive Slave
Law was being enforced in the
District of Columbia. There were
400 cases pending in the courts,
and all slaves belonging to Loyal
Marylanders were to be returned
to theni." These Negroes had
been housed in the jails of
the Distfict. Upon the publication
of this notice, these Negroes were
"mysteriously" moved from the
jails. We get the impression that
they were returned to the owners
in Maryland without benefit of a
court order.)
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"Oh, come now, Argyle—I haven't been working you
that hard!"
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About Town With

Otalm Jewell
Company of Dallas, Texas.
At the banquet Mother and I
were seated by Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Lane of Morehead, who
said to say "hello" to Doc and
Mary Nell Wright (Mr. Lane and
Doc are cousins), and to other
friends in Fulton.
The Lanes are formerly of Fulton and Clinton, where Mr. Lane
was for a number of years associated with banks in the two towns.
Now, he is president of the Morehead bank, and serves on the Advisory Board of National Investors.
When I met Mrs. Lane, she
said, "You know I was laughing
and telling my husband on the
way over to Lexington about an
article of yours, I had just read.
It was also interesting to meet
Mrs. Ruth Moore Craig, who was
presented all kinds of trophies
and awards at the banquet for being the company's top representative, having produced over a
million dollars in business during
the past year.
She is the mother-in-law of
Beverly Hill of Fulton, and like
myself, a former Courier-Journal
Sunday magazine writer. Some
other interesting people sitting
with us were from the Lexington
office.
There was a good 'orchestra
playing for the ball and particularly fun was the twist contest
and the special entertainment.
The Board of Directors of the
company consists of Mr. Waterfield, president, Jess P. Odom,
chairman, his son. Michael J.
Odom, executive vice president,
Cad P. Thurman, consultant, Earl
North, director, Rudy Yessin, secretary, and Joseph L. Leary, general counsel.

Several from this area attended
the second annual President's
Banquet and Ball given by National Investors Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky at Lexington Saturday evening.
The lovely affair was given in
honor of the company's president,
Harry Lee Waterfield, Clinton
publisher and former Lt. Governor.
The gigantic event was held in
the Gold Room of the Lafayette
Hotel and was attended by officials, employees, their invited
guests from all over the state, and
National Investors' officials from
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Colorado,
Mississippi and Louisiana.
Invited State orticiais included,
C. J. O'Connor, Assistant Director,
Division of Securities; Miss Pearl
F. Runyon, Director, Division of
Securities; Hugh A. Rogers, Commissioner, Department of Banking; Adam F. Yancey, Director,
Life, Health and Accident Division; and William T. Hoekensmith,
Commissioner, Department of Insurance.
Eiieryone was high in their
praise of Mr. Waterfield for the
record he has set with the insurance company ktre heads in
Kentucky. It was pointed out that
National Investors has more than
doubled anything that any other
domestic insurance company has
ever done in the state of Kentucky
its first year. Also, National Investors almost doubled its first
year goal.
A. L. Norton, State Manager,
presented Mr. Waterfield with a
diamond pin, as a gift from the
company's representatives.
The featured speaker was Louis
A. Throgmorton, vice president of
Republic National Life Insurance
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100 Years Ago This Week
f rut CPVIL WAR ItAY.BY-DAY
An trittorleal review
'Material Is Iron publication of easels eine hundred rears AIM ...lefts'
...reline from references In the Library if Ceorresa. Washington. Reporting
In the papers a.. eigually sots isne-oldedi ur seek te be fair in °oversee and
..
'reserve • n•tIon al balsam.
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Fourth Week in May, 1862
There was fighting everywhere
in the American States that May
of one hundred years ago. In the
Shenandoah Valley the Valley
Campaign was underway. Befcre
Richmond the forces under McClellan and the Confederates under Johnston were squaring off
for the coming battles for Richmond. Down in Louisiana the
Union forces had captured New
Orleans, and had gone north up
the Mississippi to capture Baton
Rouge. Baton Rouge was the terminal of three important railroads,
and the North would hold that
city for the remainder of the
war.
Union gunboats had captured
Island No. 10 close to the Kentucky Tennessee line on the
Mississippi. The North was moving southward down the River to
Memphis. (Which would be captured June 6 after a gunboat battle). The Civil War was only a
year old, and the connection between the eastern wing and the
wing was narrowed
western
down to only half its original
distance.
The huge
. army under Halleck
(Grant had been pushed aside after Shiloh) had dug its way from
Pittsburgh Landing to Corinth.
The Confederates under Gen.
Beauregard had''moved all their
supplies south to Tupelo. so when
Halleck's men arrived, there was
nothing to cheer about. (Except
that Halleck was soon called east
to command all Union armies,
and would leave the direction of
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May 25, 1942
Leland T. Bugg, 47, died at his
home here Friday night, following
a heart attack Wednesday of last
week, Funeral services were conducted Sunday afternoon at 2:30
Methodist
o'clock from First
Church by the Rev. L. 0. Hartman
with full military honors by the
American Legion, of which he was
local commander. Burial will be
in Green Lea cemetery.
Mr. Bugg, assistant postmaster
here, was prominent in church
and civic activities.
He served with the A. E. F. in
Europe during the World War I,
having enlisted Dec. 15, 1917, with
334th
Headquarters Company,
Field Artillery, Camp Pike, Ark.
Mr. Bugg had been a postal
employee here since January 1,
1915, when he started as a substitute clerk. He was promoted to
regular clerk on Jan. 1, 1916, and
became assistant postmaster May
1. 1920. He was a member of the
Board of Stewards of the First
Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Frances Huggins Bugg; a daughter, LaNelle Bugg; three brothers,
Hillard Bugg, Fulton: Graham of
Clinton, and Paul of Artesia, N.
M.; and a sister, Mrs. Harold Howard. of Wichita Falls, Texas.
Trainmaster S. C. Jones, on last
Sunday, held an examination on
transportation rules and promoted
the following flagmen to position
of conductor: Hillman Collier, S.
E. French, C. C. Shelby, H. L.
Newton, Clyde Batts, and 0. C.
Harvey.
The following were promoted
from firemen to engineers: E. V.
Gore, H. W. Ruddle, M. T. Calliham, N. J. Thompson, A. C. Craven and W. P. Ayers.

Clarence Henry, former sheriff
of Fulton county, and one of the
county's best known citizens, suffered a light stroke of paralysis
in his right side Tuesday night at
his office. He was working on the
final tax list report when the attack occurred.

James Warren, member of the
Lions Club, gave an interesting
talk on wills at the regular meeting Friday. Discussing the subject
in an informal manner, this meeting developed into one of the most
interesting the club has had in a
long time.

Mr. and Mrs. Geor;
Hester
were host and hostess to their club
Tuesday night with the three
tables of regular members present.
After several bridge games, the
prizes were given to Mrs. Vester
Freeman and Charles Binfcrrd.
Mrs. Hester served delicious sandwiches and cold drinks.
The regular meeting of the 0.
E. S. of Fulton was held Tuesday
night of last week in the Masonic
Lodge rooms at the City Hall with
good attendance. After the regular
business, a pleasant social hour
was enjoyed with Mrs. J. E.Campbell, Mrs. Verna DeMyest, Mrs.
Ernest Huffman and Mrs. Seldon
Cohn serving as hostesses.

In Virginia the Union forces
before Richmond were using captive balloons to watch the Confederates. In Richmond the ladies
were giving their silk dresses to be
used in the making of a balloon
which would be used by the
South during the Seven Days Battle.
Johnston, leader of the field
troops of the Confederacy in Vir-
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Lieutenant Marshall Bondurant,
23, son of W. M. Bondurant of
Fulton, was pilot-navigator in
Major Doolittle's plane, one of a
group which bombed Tokyo several weeks ago. Young Bondurant
joined the air carps at Muskigee,
Okla., in 1940, and has been in the
years. He was asTerry-Norman completed one of service for two
special duty when Maits most successful years last week. signed to
the attack
At the closing program Friday, jor Doolittle carried out
amazed the world.
scholastic awards were presented on Tokyo which
to the students. Sixth grade stuMr. Bondurant, who now lives
dents receiving
shields were: in Fulton, but formerly resided at
Helen Shelton, Mossie Bell Clark, Clinton and later in Hickman, reRead Holland, Barbara Askew, ceived a message from his son on
Wayne Hamra, Bobby Carney, March 16, stating that he had been
Emma Ruth Cavender.
assigned to a secret mission with
The school held its annual pic- Major Doolittle's squadron and
nic Wednesday afternoon of last would be unable to write again
week on the school grounds.
for some time.
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the western army to Grant).
But the North was having its
troubles. Maj. Gen. Butler, who
had been a Democrat and a good
friend of most of the important
Southerners until secession, was
making a fortune as the Military
Governor of New Orleans.
New Orleans was the largest
city in the South. Most of the
citizens were of French or Spanish descent, and highly emotional. The Union troops met with
discourtesy, and Banks gave orders for harsh treatment to anyone who bothered any Northern
soldier. Butler soon became known
as "Beast" Butler, and earned so
much hatred that he was recalled.
(Of all Northern leaders, Butler
was the most hated by the South.)
When Kentucky had considered
secession during the spring of
1861 (and officially had remained
in the Union) a young man named
John Hunt Morgan had raised a
troop of cavalry. Morgan became
one of the most famous of the
early cavalry leaders, but on May
5 of 1862, he and his men were
defeated by a Union force at Lebanon, Tenn. (It was Morgan who
raided into Indiana and Ohio during the summer of 1863.)
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SPRING SEED
AND PLANTING NEEDS
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
All Kinds of Ferry Morse flower and garden Seed
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer for tobacco
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees
NEW PRICE ON BIG CROP FERTILIZER
6- 12 - 12 __ $48.00 TON
Aimeimem

Fertilizer with insect poison (Aldrin) for your
TOBACCO kills wire worms, cutworms, etc.
WE ALSO HAVE Chlordane and Aldrin and ALL
KINDS OF DUSTS for bugs, ants, lice, blight, blue
mold, etc.
NOW is the time to sow your ammonium
nitrate on your crop land.
New shipment of POTASH on hand.
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed Tomato Plants, Onion Sets

CluttS"Ifid 50115
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

The News reports year_ - - - -

Diary of Dom• 's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)
We don't want to bore you with too much talk
about golf, but so many of your friends and ours are involved in this favorite pastime we thought you'd like to
hear about four, charming young matrons who have
started hitting the little white ball around the course for
the first time this year. Remember, we told you the
story about how Max McDade lammed that hard ball
with such precision that it went right where he intended it to go in one fell swoop? Well, today we going tt
tell you about how some folks don't have such precision, especially when they're just learning. Jane
Scates, Patti Forrest, Jane Smith and Janie Sue Huddleston are the characters in this golf story, and if it
could be put on candid camera it would be a riot.
This foursome looked fresh
and eager as they approached the
green on number one tee. Everybody is fresh and eager on number one. Well, the gals started trying to hit that ball, and take it
from us. it's hard to do at first..
and last, too, for that matter, but
everytime they tried to hit the
ball and missed they just laughed
and laughed and had a big time.
Well, we gave them a good look
as the foursome approached number two tee. Youth, it's wonderful, and they were still fresh
and eager, but a little dismayed
why the ball took out for the
woods, the cornfield, and some-

times just didn't move one inch
and they swung and swung and
swung. Our last good look at the
foursome was on number three,
where a huge crevice, called a
creek, separates one part of the
fairway from the green.
The lassies all went in the
creek, (we didn't
know you
weren't supposed to hit in it until
last year) and instead of getting
perturbed about the hazard, they
were having one big time looking
around for the spot where they
thought their ball hit into the
creek. When one of them found
a ball, they would all be happy as
could be and watch each other as
they tried again to get it over on
the fairway. We just stopped what
we were doing and watched the
girls as they tried to hit out of the
creek and when they did, they
just went further into the rough.
It was sheer entertainment for
them. we know.

Social Interest Centered In Wedding
Of Miss Ponder, Warwick Hale, Jr.
An engagement and approaching marriage of wide
social interest as being announced today by Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton A. Corley of Danville, foretelling the June wedding of Miss Darlene Joan Pomicter to Mr. Warwick
Cowgill Hale, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Warwick Cowgill
Hale of Hickman, Kentucky. The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June ninth, at two o'clock in the afternoon at the Lexington Avenue Baptist Church in
Danville.
Miss Pomicter graduated from
Danville High School and later attended Centre College at Danville
where she received her bachelor
of science degree, majoring in
chemistry. The bride-elect is on
the staff of the Cincinnati Hospital as a bio-chemist.
Mr. Hale graduated from the
Webb School at Bellbuckle', Tennessee, and attended Centre College. He served in the armed
forces with the United States
Army with overseas duty in Germany. Following his release from
the service, he entered Murray
State College at Murray.
Miss Pomicter has chosen for
her maid of flonor her sister, Miss
Francene Pomicter of Danville.
The groom-elect has chosen his

Miss Turner Makes Known Her Plans
To Wed Mr. Bennett On June Third
Miss Scarlet Turner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner, has
completed plans for her wedding
to Mr. Tommy Bennett.
The wedding vows will be solemnized at the Crutchfield Methodist
Church on Sunday, June 3, at two
o'clock in the afternoon with the
Reverend Dave Hillard from Paducah officiating.
Miss Turner, who will be given
in marriage by her father, has
chosen her sister, Mrs. Tommy
Lawson, as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs. Robert
Stephenson and Miss Ida Jane
Finch.

Talked to Patti Forest about the
game this week and she said they
had a "ball" and that's for sure.
We'll tell you something that will
interest Montez and Horton Baird,
too. There will be no necessity for
mowing the rough in or around
out again soon as the grass grows
the creek all summer. Those girls
green again.
took so many swipes at the ball
that they cleaned that creek bank
The Nifty Needle Sewing Club
like it was done with an electric
met in the home of Mrs. Eugene
razor.
Get your supply at
Copeland Wednesday, May 16 at
Browder Milling Co., Inc. Now you think that the hazzle 1:00 p. m.
with the ball discouraged them.
A short business meeting was
Fulton
Not on your life. They'll be back held and it was decided to have a
Phone 950
picnic at the lake in June. A deA=MMEMEMMEMONIMINIIIL licious desert course was served.
Those present were: Mrs. Clyde
You'll Say they're delicious!
Fields, Mrs. Jim Huffme, Mrs. Elmer Shaw, Mrs. J. C. King, Mrs.
David Phelps, Mrs. George A.
Carter, one guest, Mrs. S. H. Venerable and the hostess.

. BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulion, Ky.

Lake Streit

AMINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR TOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
- FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

It happenca I00 YEARS ago
The oldest Incorporated trade association in the Country,
the United States Brewers Association, was organized in
1862... the same year that

Cl

father as his best man, and
groomsmen will be Charles Hamby Stone of Hickman and Darryl
Pornicter, the bride-elect's brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale will entertain at a rehearsal supper in Danville. Mr. and Mrs. Corley will
also entertain at a reception following the wedding ceremony. The
bridal couple will make their
home in Cincinnati for the summer where Mr, Hale will enter
summer school. For the Fall semester, they will move to Nashville where Mr. Hale will enter
Vanderbilt University.
Mr. Hale is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Hale and. Dr. and
Mrs. J. C. Morrison of Hickman...
No formal invitations' to the
wedding are being extended.

Airman David E. Speight, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Speight of
South Fulton broke his hand when
he slipped and fell in the shower
at Ben Guier AFB in North Africa. His buddies report he is doing
fine but will have to wear a cast
until June.
Laverne Terry called us the
other day with a message from
Mrs. Commodore Brann, a subscriber in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Laverne reports that Mrs.
Brann enjoyed reading our memorable visit to the Kentucky
Derby and what's more enjoys
reading about all of her old friends
and her relatives in the Fulton
area. We're glad so many of you
enjoyed the report of our Derby
week-end because it lets us know
that perhaps you'd like to share
with us other interesting people
and places we encounter.

a field day for us this past'weekk.nd.
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day Inn Magazin/ and she workPaul and the children gnd the ed for us twenty long years ago
senior Westphelings came home in Mississippi. What fun we all had
Sunday night (school on Monday, reminiscing!
you know) and your diarist stay,
ed on to tell the editors about the
Pete and Bill Joyner of Macon.
proposed outdoor drama and the
new amphi-theatre to be built in Georgia were welcomed as vacathe Kenlake Hotel area. We took tion visitors in Fulton this past
them on a boat-ride from Ken- week-end. Your diarist saw Pete
lake to the Dam and then it was at the Country Club pnd he was
necessary for us to leave the party having a fine time talking old
and come home about noon Mon- times with many of his Fulton
day. It isn't easy to keep on the friends. The Joyners were visiting
go that much and early to bid their parents Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Monday seemed like the thing to Joyner and Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
do: However, Governor Combs House. P, .e says that he started
paid an unexpected visit to the working for Swift and Company
editors Monday night and about 29 years ago and has been with
six o'clock we had a call from him the firm in Macon for 19 yeAirs. He
to join the party again. Twenty- started talking about his grand five minutes we were on our way 'children and you can tell that Ws
to Kentucky Dam again to return got that ole feeling about about be: ing a grandpa . . .. proud as can
early Tuesday morning. Needles,
to say that after trying to dance be!
the twist for a good part of the
night we were not our usual
Scarlett Turner is havin;.; the
energetic selves on Tuesday morn- usit,11
I ,! !fit
time
ing.
While we, enjoyed the editors
from such -PUblications as Bride's
magazine. Des Moines Register,
the New York Mirror, Town and
Country, New
York Journal
American, Cleveland Press and
other such periodicals the wonderful association came when a
young lady walked up to us and
said: "You don't remember me,
do you?" You know how that goes
... "sure we do, but where, when,
how" goes through our minds. The
lady was managing editor of Holi-

Little Donna Nabors will carry
the rings and Rem Bennett of
Cape Giradeau, and Johnny Benett of Cayce will light the candles.
They are nieces and nephew of
the groom.
Serving the groom as best man
will be his brother, Jimmy Bennett of Cape Giradeau. Ushers will
be Charles Bennett, brother of
the groom and James Chester
Turner, brother of the bride.
No formal invitations have been
sent. Members of the families and
friends are invited to attend the
ceremony and the reception which
will follow at the church.
was our privilege to be invited to
help entertain them while they
were in our section of the country. The Westpheling family, including Paul's mother and father
spent the night at Kentucky Dam
Village Saturday and Sunday and
then we journeyed over to Kenlake for a reception and sumptuous dinner given there for the
editors. We always get a shot in
the arm when we talk with our
newspaper brethren from the big
papers and magazines and it was

In those days, as now, beer was Kentucky's traditional
beverage of moderation. But beer means more than
enjoyment to our state. The brewing industry pays 67
million each year in taxes to our state ... money that
helps support our hospitals, schools and highways.
TODAY, in Rs centennial year, the United States
Brewers Association still works constantly to assure
maintenance of high standards of quality and propriety wherever beer and ale are served.
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Cancer Insurance won't
prevent cancer - won't
cure cancer but it will
ease the financial burden
of cancer!
For details see the

"ales & Hyland
Insurance Agency
Fulton, KY.

DECORATION DAY
for Fairview and Greenli:,
Cemetery will be Sunlay, Ma
20.

l'aul ('ate" Plume 153
Bah Hyland'a Phone 1185
"For The Best In
Hospitalization"

of Fulton
Fulton, Kentucky

City
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RECORDS — RECORDS

FERTILIZER

RECORDS

Complete New Stock of the Latest Hits
33-45 & 78 RPM's

More Liberally Than

Buy Them Today At

To Get

You Have Before—

Wade's TV Service
Fulton

Lake St.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

FULTON
CALL 124

G'FIELn•
AD 5-,Isss

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn

BIG
YIELDS!

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

CITY COAL CO.
Fulton

Phone 51
•

NOW-BEAUTIFUL BUYING BAYS!

UM ilff#/ f.1

AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALERS ONE-STOP SIIOPPING CENTER
New Monza Convertible —Corvair has gone I)
and flipped its top! This one's got front bucket
beats and that famous rear-engine scamper that
make Monza-ing something special. If your
dealer doesn't have one, he'll gladly order it.
Chevy H Nova 4-Door Sedan—This one fits big
families and small parking places with equal
ease. Gets all kinds of spunk from a gas-sippin'
II. You never saw luxury and low cost so beautifully blended. Or so easy on upkeep.

This past week-end has been a
rather exciting one, too. Twentyfive travel editors from the Eastern half of the United States are
guests of the State of kentucky
for ten fun-packed days and it

40 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan—These
days, you'd be pretty hard put to
find a more beautiful buy than this
popular-priced Bel Air. Has all that
Chevrolet talent for spoiling you for
anything else near the price—things
like that roomy Body by Fisher,
a baggage room of a trunk with
bumper-level loading, your choice
of 6 or V8 engine and that velvety'
Jet-smooth way of going.

Lr
IN KENTUCKY, General Wm. Nelson displayed unusual valor fighting
superior Confederate forces at Richmond (Aug. nth). He was twice
wounded, but finally rescued through the daring of General Clay, who
seized the reins of Nelson's horse and rushed him to safety.

witnesses with all the dice parties
being given in her honor. On
May 10 the beautiful home of Mrs.
Charles Bennett was, the scene of
a very pleasant bridaf'shower With
Mrs. Bennett anci Mrs. Joel Nabors as the co-hortesses. Scarlet,
whose name and looks remind you
all the world of that famous heroine in the novel "Gone with the
Wind" wore a stunning lilac cotton dress to her party and to complete the outfit she wore a corsage from the hostesses.
Those present and sending gifts
(Continued on page seven)

1inpa:a Spurt Coupe

Corvair Monza Club Coupe

Chevy 11 Nova 4-Door Wagon

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

1

You've been hoping for a formula like this — with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, es well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules

STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION INC

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Get in on Chevy's Golden, Sales Jubilee at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Phones 38. 8C

-
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WILLIAMS—
(Continued groin nags cote)
faith and allegiance to the same;
that I take this obligation freely
without any mental reservation or
purpose of evasion; and that- I
will well and faithfully discharge
the duties of the office on which
I am about to enter: So help me

her eyes till 3. A. M. and then was
By Ruth Grooms
The various homes of members wide awake by 6. Stories related
similiar.
of Brownie Troop 166 commenced by the others were very
Upon arrival at the park, somehumming with activity at an early
area.
hour Saturday morning May 12. one produced a map of the
unanimous to
This was the BIG DAY these girls The decision was
So
had awaited so long. It had dawn- start by exploring the trails.
with
ed, just as they'd ordered it, clear finding the first marker and
exclamation,
and lovely. Now they could wait excited shouts and
God."
off. they were off. As the young ladies
be
to
time
was
it
longer;
no
the
ceremony,
Following the
would have been too raced along and scampered on
newly appointed Naval Officer No hour
to set out. The two ahead, even while attempting to
them
for
early
on
d
pine
boards
had his shoulder
not being so maintain a ladylike, Brownie hikhowever,
leaders,
two
hi,
as
Lou
Mary
by his wife
lagged ing pace, any uninformed observer
energetic,
nor
bright-eyed
watched.
daughters
the the two
around until after a minor delay might have mistaken
"led".
1,TJG Williathe attended the or two departure was at a rather leaders as those being
It was there on the trail just
South Fulton High School bt•fore late hour . . or so it seemed to
Arrowhead Point
entering Naval service .in March the girls. It was evect bit of 9 before reaching
stumbled upon the
1943 and has since seen duty in A. M. as the station wagon filled that someone
Could it have beboth the Pacific and Atlantic "as thick as hasty puddin'" with BLUE COAT.
soldiers who
Oceans. During World War 11 he Brownies breezed through the city longed to one of the
fought at this very
s...v extensive action in the Pacific limits and out into the wide be- so bravely
examination a
aboard the destroyer USS RENIEY yond. CqIumbus-Belmont State spot? Upon closer
In one
Park prepare, for a Brownie in- large jagged hole was found
(DD-688).
They're headed your way. sleeve of this decaying garment
vasion.
During his enlisted service he
someone had left behind. Could
received the Good Conduct Medal' Nothing of much importance anyone deny teat this may have
(5 stars). Asiatic-Pacific (4-stars) took place on the way down ex- been riddled by bullets? The
Arnorican Theatre, China Service cept the animated chatter of the Brownies all agreed that this may
Navy Occupation, World War if -eagCrtiess-filled girls. Bubbling have been the case and forthwith
Victory Medal, and the National over with anxiety for the un- set out on the eerie mission of
known pleasures ahead, they be- finding other remains of the hapDefense Service Medal.
gan recalling the harrowing night less victim.
He will leave the Flotilla the they had just managed to survive.
After the wondets of the trails
end of this month to assume du- Thus the leaders learned from bits
with the Navy Communica- of conversation over heard what had been exhausted, (and the two
'
Station :it Yokosuka. Japan.
•
a hectic night of suspense and adult members of the expedition
sleeplessness their young charges in almost the same condition). the
4.11.11.1111.1111.1h1 had endured in anticipation for troop was eager to march back
this excursion. One provocative over hill and dale to the playLAY - AWAY
young lady was heard to inform ground area and to whatever exthe others that she hadn't closed citements and pleasures awaited

Sun-Proof 41
NOSE PAINT

Contains
Vitolized

For Father's Day

Fulton Paint
& Glass Co.

Famous brands in • Sport
Shirts *Sport Coats *Accessories

Phone 909
Commercial Ave.

" V NIT OUR Grrr BAR

frOrrticl

look long•r

Tow

Left to right: Mrs. Canal Page, Tanuny Grooms, Sheryl Reed, Beverly Grissom, Jennifer Page, Vicki Vowell, Phyllis (•raig, Pam Grooms.
On Top. Fay !toddle.
them. Nothing was missed. It can neighborly insects persisted
safely be stated that these Brown- throughout the day. Well, after
ies made a concentrated survey of all, Brownie leaders are only huThey can't be expected to
the whole place. To the party's man.
remember everything when predismay one thing was soon evi- paring for an expedition such as
dent. The particular specie of this. The insect repellent was
mosquito found in those parts back home safe inside the medifavoied the flavor of Fulton flesh cine cabinet instead of here in the
to feed upon. No one was spared First Aid Kit where needed.
and ..soon each was marked and
speckled with small raised bumps
To these explorers and hikers
th'at carried a giant-sized itch and mealtime came early. Food and
sting. This attention of the too- drink were ordered and a table

POPPY DAY—
(GoncInued from page one)
permanently disabled. The poppy
soon became a symbol of honoring
the dead and 'assisting the living
victims of the war.
This Saturday, the women of
the American Legion Auxiliary,
mothers, wives, i.;sters. and daughters of tbe men who died in the
First World War and the two following wars, will again ask all
Americans to wear a poppy. Since
these poppies have been made by
disabled veterans of our nation's
wars, Poppy Day offers an opportunity to honor the dead while
assisting the living.
STIJBBLEFrELD—
(Continued from page one)
Mr. Gregory has been a frequent visitor to Fulton during his
election. As far as is known Mr.
Stubblefield has visited here only
once. Fulton Cpunty has always
been in the Gregory victory col-

6-'s
25g
ALLED
1NST

Little League

Giants—Bones Forrest. Mgr. —
Bobby Bynum, William Pickard
•
Indians — Managers to be se- David Forrest, David Bloodworth,
lected — Johnny McGuire, Mike Teddy Adams, Mike Toon, Harold
Gossum, Bobby Mann, Allen Duncan, Mike NelMn, John RusCardwell, Doug Taylor,Terry Dal- sell, Tommy Taylor, Gary Mein
las, Gary Land, Allen LeCornu, tosh, Mike Hayes and Jay Boaz.
Larry Brown, Danny Smith, Bill
Yankees — Dr. Dan Crocker
Stem, Danny Harris, and Joe ParMgr.,. ,Max Omar, Mike Butts,
nell.
Rand Burcham, Dennis Lbhaus.
White Sox — Ken Winston,
Devitt Porry, Darrell Perry
Mgr. — David Winston, Francis
James Morgan, Richard Bodker
June 4 is the official opening Smith, Joe Beard, David McKin- Steven Glover, Raymond .Yates,
of the baseball and softball sea- ney, Sid Allen, Dennis Schader. Darrell Pruett, Tom Mills, Thosons at the City Park and all boys Bobby Larson, Gary Robertson, mas Harrison.
•
and girls participating in any of David Moss, Ricky Hopkins, Harry
Twins — Stanley Beadles, Mgr.,
these leagues are asked to be on McKinney, David Bracey, Thomas Rickey
Bailey, Don Reed, Harry
band for the colorful pre-game His.
Dodgers — Pete Hayes, Mgr.— Hancock, Tom Bushart, Jimmy
ceremony that is being planned.
Weeks. Robert Thurmond, Darrell
All players are asked to be pres- Thomas Powell, Paul Pittman, Fozzard, Gerry
Fozzard, Johnny'
Billy Joe Davidson, Loyd Jones,
ent and in uniform.
Clayton, Philip Moss, Edward
Teams selections made last night Mike Andrews, Davd Jones, Joe
Campbell, Ronny Gale, Donald Davidson;
are as follows:
Dodgers — J. B. Lee, Mgr.,
Elkins, Jackie Forester. Glenn'F'ry,
ONLY
Minor League
Wayne Lohaus, Greg Williamson.
Richard Williams, Gary Parker.
Cubs — Dan Hastings and Nor- Roger McAlister, Rodney ForrestJohn
Mgr.,
Reds—Jack Moore,
ris Dames. Mgrs.—Carlton Myers, er, Robert Lee, Charles PenningCampbell. John Andrews, Mike Randall Roper, Charles Holt, Tom ton, Dick Winter, James
Grooms,
Thomas
Bates,
Byassee. Timothy
Dame; James McMillin, Ricky Terry Ruddle, Paul Westpheling;
Burrow, Johnnie
$5.60
$1.45
Bugg. Dave
$2.LS
Arnold,
Kirk
Dixon, Roger DavidTigers — Karl Kimberlin, Mgr.,
Irvan, Ted Mills, Hoyt Moore, son, Charles Moss, Clarence 0'QUART'
Vi PINT
Pitir
Bobby
Wright,
Corky
Stinnett,
MitchWilliam
Richard McIntosh,
Rear, Glen Ray, James Williams, Steve Green, Ed Engle, Lyn Bolin,
RobinRicky
Richardson.
ell, Joel
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Gary Ferguson.
Donnie Ramsey, Milford Vincent,
son, Thomas Bodker, Charles
Orioles—Woody Brown, Mgr.— Terry Morrow, Tony Daniels, Roy
OiittndSoü Soltind ny
Whitnel
Philip Maddox, Jimmy Treas, Campbell, Ricky Organ;
pist.!urqus,
—
Byars
(Pete)
E.
Blues—W.
Thomas Covington, John Reed,
MMIPwowilOton hmnot .
Mgr.,—John Mann, Carl Boaz, Danny Pewitt, Gary
(Continued on page five)
Harrod,
Ken
Thomas Bynum, Bud Byars. Neil Alexander, Richard Batts,
David
Covington, Robert Engle, David Holland, Johnny
Wilson, John
Hugh
McBride.
Mack
Murphy,
Gungle, Lewis Brown.
Pearey, Glenn Puckett, Ralph
Pirates — Manager (to be seOwens.. Jimmy Smith, Charles lected)—Steve
Mann, Thomas
Woodruff, Mikel Vincent, Bob Maddox, Greg
Veneklasen,.Joe
Winston.
Hoodenpyle, Gary Fuller, Bill
Silver — Eddie Erickson, Mgr., Bard, Greg Phellyi,
David Rogers,
Jim Pawlukiewicz, Eddie Forsy- Robert Scales, Kirk
Vowell, Steve
the, John Harris, Steve Erickson, Walker, David
Thorpe, Roy Mac
Mark Fields, Aubrey Glasco, Mike Reams.
McKinney. Larry Pruitt, R. L.
Cardinals — Charles Noles, —
Ring, Jimmy Ray, Steve Ray, Jef- manager, Terry
Harris, Charles
fry Sensing, Mike Tate, Steven Noles, John
Hales, Don HazelWalker, Paul Phelps.
wood, Scott Boyd. James WilkerDecorator Styled...
-Gold — Lemon Kilzer, Doyle son, Boy Boyd,
Mark Sharp, David
Shupe, Mgrs. — Todd Shupe,Ron- Robey, Mike
Organ,
Johnny
R.
New Colors...
nie Hollingsworth. Jim Huffine, Campbell, Jim
Oliver, Ronnie McDavid Gilbert, Marvin Green, Kinney.
New Combinations
James Myers, Richard Powell,
Reed,
Phillips, Terry
James
Charles Scates, Mike Smith, Richard Williams, Thomas Taylor,
Scotty Wallace.
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STOP AND SHOP

spray or roller'
Dries enamel hard—with velvety finish I
Fashlon-favored colors!
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ITS SO EASY TO

.4 Dries to touch In lust I howl
▪ One-coat cow/repel ,
.4 Guaranteed washable!
• Glides on FAST and SMOOTH with brush,

THE MAN
WHO SHOT

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

ru!

Just check all these features!

NOW THRU SATURDAY!
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KOLOR-BRITS
ENAMEL
Holds its high and !model:MS gloss In spite of ass
and abuse. Quick -drying
and so easy to *Poly.

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
Real protection combined
with lasting beauty for th•
outside of your home. So
easy-to-apply, tool

FLOOR AND TRIM
ENAMEL
Durable high-gloss finish
for interiors and exteriors.
Remarkably resistant to
weather end heavy traffic.

GLOS-TONS
SATIN GLOSS
Color-keyed for walls,
woodwork, bathrooms and
kitchens. Withstands re.
;tested washings.
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GREEN LABEL

Air Conditimer

MAYFIELD HIWAY

chosen. During the lull and calm
of eating and joking, our friendly
pests became even more attentive.
Nor were they the slightest bit
discouraged by the constant slaps
and swats of ten pairs of hands.
However the food was fine, and
soon everyone was all agog again
as the next adventure Was anticipated.
The stir coule only have been
IContinued on page six)

Play Ball Is In The Air As Youth, Inc. Names Teams, Managers

Twin Cities Youth, IncorporatLd is today announcing the 1962
teams tot the summer baseball
Fulton
Main street
program. Interest in the youth
growing by leaps and
MINIMMINEMEMIr program is
bounds and many more players
have signed up this year in both
boys baseball "and girls softball.
Two more managers are needed and if ,,nyone will volunteer.
please call Riley Allen.

Cashon-Grisham-Wright
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There's Nothing,But Nothing Like An Outing For A Brownie Troop
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Fulton High
Graduates Get
Diplomas Tonite
Superintendent W. L. Holland
will introduce Russell Duncan of
the University of Tennessee who
will address thr graduating class
of Fulton High School tonight
(Thursday.) Mr. Duncan has
chosen as his subject, "A Date
With Tomorrow." The exercises
will begin at eight p. m. in Carr
Auditorium.
Miss Kay Morris will deliver
the valedictory and Miss Wanda
Cash, the salutatory. Honor graduates are: Kay Morris, Wanda
Cash, Linda Whitnel, Linda Stairs,
Warren Nanney, Cleta Beggs, Bill
Leneave, Scarlet Turner, James
Wright. and Danny Carver.
Members of the graduating
class are: Cleta Dee Beggs, Julia
Annette Campbell, Wanda Cash,
Judy Copeland, Alice Jo Leggett,
Sylvia Kay Morris, Joyce Dean
Owens, Linda Kay Stairs, Joy Ann
Stephenson, Jill Royer Sullivan,
Scarlet Turner, Linda Whitnel,
Julia Wood, Kenneth Bradley,
James Edward Burton, Danny
Eugene Carver, Billy Joe Hopkins,
William A. Leneave III, Warren
Nanney, Thomas J. Reed, Daniel
Joe Robbins, Gary Love Sandling,
Thomas Stokes. Jr., and Charles
James Wright.

PLAY BALL—
continued from page Four
Pony League
Senators — Ronald McAlister,
Mgr., Donald Par.r, Larry Williams, Calvin King. Jack Simpson,
Eddie Gossum, Steve Hutchins,
Sidney Philips, Ronald Burrow,
Mike Crittendon, John McKendree.

Connie Mack League
Braves — Ronald M. Fields,
Mgr.. Dwayne McAlister, Bobby
Hall, Carl Mann, Paul Blaylock,
Ronnie Grissom, John Covington,
Joe Austin, Tommy Pruett, Chuck
Pawlukiewicz,
Roy
Madding,
Jerry Kell;
Red Legs — Charles Teen, Mgr.,
Ronnie Winston, David Brann,
Jimmy Yates,
Tommy Teen,
James Hood, Terry Beadles, Charles Murray, Tommy
O'Steen,
James Faulkner, Bobby McKinney, William Arnold;
Colonels — Charles Ray, Mgr.,
Teddy Barclay, Lloyd Baker, Tom
Russell, James Daugherty,
F.
Baker, Don Green, Dwight Bradley, Larry Heath, Curtis
Hancock, Jerry McIntyre, Richard
Fry.

OTANO—
(Continued from page one)
the inability to speak English.
They will learn the language of
their newly adopted home and in
so doing will be able to warn their
new friends of the horrors
of
Communism and create an awareness of the dangers that lie ahead
for all the world, if it is not conquered.

B & PW—
(Continued from page one)
tion for all women who work.
New state officers were elected
and installed Saturday night at
the Leadership Banquet.

HENRY WARD—
(Continued from page one)
ment for the last 15 years without
success. We feel that we can appeal to you as a sound businessman to examine the condition_ of
US-51, examine the importance of
its traffic flow and then place an
improvement program for it on
your agenda. Surely something is
warranted.
If you feel that any comment
on such a project at this time is
worthy, we would like to hear

from you.

Very Truly Yours,
Paul Westpheling Jr.
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Frog Gigging Season
Opened Noon May 15

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

FULTON BANK

Kentucky's frog gigging season
opens at 12:01 a. in. on May 15
and continues through October 31,
with a daily bag limit of 15 for
a 24-hour period from neon to
noon, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources has announcof
ed. After two or more days
hunting a person may have 30
frogs in his possession.
All streams and lakes are open
to frog-hunting with either a hunting or fishing license required.
•
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111E111
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HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • PROOF

announces a

PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT

Home News In The News

now in operation

,

last chance

MODERNIZE
YOUR KITCHEN
NOW...

This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that it serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
department.
Loans made for:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

COLLECT CASH

BONUSES

*

Spectacular. It ends on Satui day
Time is-running out for our Kitchen
the modern electric appliances you
June 2. But you still have time to add
collect cash bonuses at the same time.

want...and

E

47

&es
Bonus
&
nces
Applia
Featured
Electric Range
Electric Water Heater
Electric Dishwasher

$15
$25
$10

Electric Room Air Conditioner.

!go

buy
To collect your bonus, simply
and install any of the featured appliof
ances. Bring a copy of your bill
sale to our office. Pick up your
bonus payment. Take advantage of
this wonderful offer. See your
dealer today. Modernize your
kitchen during the KITCHEN SPECTACULAR. Collect cash bonuses:
But hurry. Offer ends Saturday,
June 2, and applies only to our

This new service is primarily for salaried people and offers an addi
its
tional service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solic
us.
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with

FULTON BANK

consumers.

on Counties'
Hickman - Fult
Cooperative Corp.
Rural Electric

Hickman, Ky.

•

MEMBER:FDIC

"Safety

Service

Satisfaction"
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Continued from Page Three
were Mrs. C. A. Turner, Mrs. Buford Bennett, Mrs. Ralph Hardy,
Mrs. Buford Campbell, Miss Phyllis Campbell, Mrs. Billy Sleyden
Mrs. Chester Wade, Mrs. G. L.
Bennett, Mrs. Floyd Hardy, Mrs.
Marie Burnette, Mrs. .1. E. Bennett, Mrs. Gene Howard, Mrs. Gertrude Veatch, Mrs. Ned Waldrop,
Mrs. Billy Clark. Mrs. D. Yates,
Mrs. S. A. Jones, Mrs. Walter Bequette, Mrs. Ed Haly, Mrs. Fred
Nabors, Mrs. Roper Jeffress, Mrs.
Helen Hardy.
Mrs. Virginia Hay, Miss Ida
Jane Finch, Mrs. Grover Wright,
Mrs. Joy Stephenson, Mrs. Mable
Mabry, Miss Donna Carol Mabry,
Mrs. John Rose, Mrs. Vester Clark,
Mrs. Clifton Campbell, Mrs. C. E.
Underwood, Mrs. Norman Gunter,
Mrs. Tommy Lawson and the hostesses, Mrs. Charles Bennett and
Mrs. Joel Nabors.
After the lovely gifts had been
opened delicious refreshments of
punch and bridal cookies were
served.
Ruth and Leon Bondurant of
Houston, Texas visited in the ole
hometown last week. The Bondurants visited with Mary Swann
Bushart while here and of course
it was the occasion for the gathering of the clan to catch up on
events that have happened here
since their last visit. The Bondurants always leave a pleasant
glow of friendship when they visit
here as they do when they visit
anywhere. Ruth and Leon appear
to be staying within the bounds
of these United Slates this year
and visiting around the country
with home folks. Hurry Back!

Jonathan Vernon Hoyle. The tea
begins a series of parties for this
popular bride-elect, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Fields
presided at the register. Mrs.
Ronald Mac Fields and Miss Janice
Sue Fields served punch and Miss
Teresa Fields, Miss Suzanne Copeland and Miss Ginger Fields assisted in serving.
Out-of-town guests attending
included — Miss Alice McBride,
Miss Patty Alexander, Mrs. T. C.
Freeman, Miss Elaine Freeman,
Mrs. Richard, Mrs. Robert Duncan,
Miss Betty Giles. Miss Elizabeth
Grabil, Miss Aaltje Vandenburg,
Mrs. Larry Williams, all of Martin,. Mrs. Richard Ferrestrom of
Jackson, Mrs. Robert Fry, Carol
Fry, Mrs. Oscar Faulkner, Miss
Nancy Faulkner, all of Union City;
Mrs. J. T. Miles, Dresden; Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Fields, Cayce, Mrs.
W. E. Owen and Mrs. James
Fields of Hickman.

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from page one)
ready for publication, but wanted
to give us the background so that
when it broke we wouldn't be
uninformed about what when or
before. He was extremely fair in
his dealings with the press and
all of us hate to see him remove
himself from day by day school
administration.

The feeling of sadness regarding his departure from South
Fulton was felt in many quarters,
but knowing Bill as we do, he'll
keep In close contact with his
former school affiliation for he is
president of the Obion County
Education Association. Bill has
initiated some bold, new programs in education in Obion
County and in Tennessee and his
knowledge and acceptance of
these programs have gained for
In planning summer vacations him the everlasting respect of
many Fultonians are looking west- progressive school people.
ward to the World's Fair at Seattle, Washington this year. Among
We asked one of the school pathose who are planning to go are trons to have someone connected
the Glynn Busharts and Gail and with Bill Cottrell to write us
Duncan.
something about him and what his
associates thought of him. Mrs.
The Baptist Church was a scene Carlene Jolley composed a tribute
of beauty last Saturday afternoon to Bill Cottrell. using the first
when Mrs. Gene Copeland, Mrs. letters in his name to form a
Paul Blaylock, Mrs. Gene Moody, poem. It sums up, better than
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill, Mrs. Ed anything we know, the special
Neeley and Mrs. Leon Faulkner niche that Bill made for himself
entertained for lovely Laraine at South Fulton. Here's the triFields who will be married'to bute:

A TRIBUTE TO MR. C.
Willing to give of his talents and time
Interested in his profession and line
Loyal to his convictions, 'tis true
Lastingly concerned for the betterment of his school.
Intelligent in his approach to the task at hand
Ardent in the pursuit of progress for his fellow man
Modest, courageous, living by the Golden Rule.
Cleanliness, with him a way of life
Out-going, easily keeping down strife
Totally dedicated to the job he must do
Terrific, dynamic and trustworthy, too
Reserved and resourceful are words that apply
Enthusiastic, energetic, we will not pass by
Living each day like a race he must run
Long will we remember the good he has done.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday morning:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Deborah Beard, Diana Gore,
Mrs. Norris Dane, Horace Stephen,
all of Fulton; Bill Finch. Mrs.
Cecil Parchman, South Fulton;
Mrs. H. B. Stewart, Fulgham; Mrs.
Coleman Jackson, Jess Fuqua,
Water Valley; Mrs. Ella Mae Coleman, Union City; Mrs. Durell McCall, Mrs. Bill Melton, Dukedom;

Mrs. Ruthie Moore. Crutchfield; lace, R. B. Watts, at. 1, Mrs. Sam
Mrs. hill Watson, Martin; Robert Jackson, Rt. 1, Mrs. N. M. Hill all
Schofield, Mayfield.
of Fulton; Mrs. James Inman, Rt.
I. Bernie Barnes, Rt. 2, Earl Bard,
Water Valley; Miss Christine
JONES HOSPITAL
,
John Worley, Denton Pitman, Jones, Hickman, Rt. 4; Mrs. R. T.
Joseph Donoho, Mrs. Jo Workman, Henley, Mrs. John Cox, RL 4,
Mrs. Finis Sandling, Mrs. John Clinton, Mrs. Jack Williams, Rt.
Napier. Jr. and baby, Mrs. R. E. 4, Dresden.
McGuire, Mrs. James Henderson
and.baby, Fulton; Cindy and DebTHREE CHEERS
bie Odle, Dresden; Mrs. Rufus
Barbara Brown is the captain of
Kimberland, Martin, Rt. 3.
the Carr Elementary cheerleading
squad. Others chosen last week
FULTON HOSPITAL
were Rosa Foster, Ruth Ann BurLouis Burke, lit. 5, Mrs. Billy nett; and Cindy Homra from the
Hamra, Mrs. Ratite Price, Rt. 4, seventh grade and Jeannie JohnJohn Wilson, Mrs. Raymond Wai- son from the eighth grade.

Carlene Jolley

Whitesell Named To
Peggy Ann Counce Is
State Marker Program Lambuth Cheerleader
W. . Wentworth, chairman .of
the Kc itucky Historical Society's
Highway Marker Program, today
announced the appointment of
Hunter B. Whitesell, of Fulton to
the Administrative Committee of
the marker program.
Through a $15,000 grant from
Governor
Combs' Emergency
Fund, 45 new historical markers
dealing with the Civil War in
Kentucky will be placed around
the state this summer by the Historical Society.
The Administrative Committee
will make the final decision as to
the location of these markers.

Thirty-nine
athletic "letter"
winne were named by Lambuth
College's athletic derartmcnt today at the college's annual Honors
Day Convocation.
Lambuth coach and athletic director Roscoe Williams introduced
nine basketball letter winners, 15
in baseball, six in tennis, two in
track and seven cheerleaders.
Receiving an honor was Miss
Peggy Ann Counce, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counce,
136 Broadway, South Fulton. She
was selected as a cheerleader.

Light transmission— with the coolness of aluminum I
Advertise in the News, for the

Home New. In The News

CHILL FILTERED
BOURBON
NOW

6 YEARS OLD!

ON
'
L FILTairso

NAITACO

• No more darkened corners — soft, diffined tight enters thru alternating
translucent Vinyl panels! *• Sturdy aluminum construction to minimize
'sun heat and endure all kinds of weather! • Units have concealed drain.
age system — aluminum finished in white baked enamel — translucent
—green Rigid-Vinyl panels! U. Projection up to 12'—any length! •
Choice
of trim colors • No unsightly understructure!

Glenm
ore
=WICgi111311E,

Twin City Home Improvement Co.

a full 90-proof
of Reatuck y Straight Bourbon Whiskey

PATIO COVER

•

400 MAIN ST.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHONE 145

Only $1.50 /
1
2 pint
Dittribebed by &vont DIttr. Ce ,Ow.oro, Ky.

SALE! GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Selling Entire Stock Beginning Monday, May 28th
We Will Sell ALL BUILDING MATERIALS At Our
Wholesale Cost, And Below It!

ALL SALES CASH -YOU HAUL IT- NO RETURNS
4

FRANK LUMBER:2 x 4 THRU 2 x 12
•FINISHED:•
"C" AND BETTER FIR TRIM
YELLOW PINE MOLDING
CASING
Inside and Outside Paints

Sheet Rock and Roofing
BUILDERS HARDWARE
DOORS AND WINDOWS
STORM DOORSMiscellaneous Sundry Items

BAIRD MATERIALS COMPAN.
Y

BROADWAY / STREET

- MARTIN HIGHWAY -

Ruble Halley

DEATHS

R. N. Phipps

Mrs. Ada E. Baldridge

Noted Cornetist
To Be Presented
At Murray State

R. N. Phipps, member of a
Funeral services were held May
pioneer Hickman county family 10 for Mrs. Ada E. Baldridge, forand a long-time resident of Ful- mer resident of Obion County.
ton, died at his home in Jackson, Mrs. Baldridge died May 6 at WilPenn., May 21, after a long illness. 'mar Rest Home where she had
Julian
Neely Geens, Cayce
farmer, died May 18, at 615 at his
Before moving to Jackson he been a patient for the past eleven
home.
Mr. Gordon Finlay, noted solo
was the owner of the Phipps Jew- months. Her husband was the late
He was born October 2, 1897 at
cornetist with the United States
elry Company here for many Thomas M. Baldridge.
Cayce, Kentucky. the son of the
Survivors
Navy
Band and conductor of that
include four sons, Mr.
years. He was the son of the late
late Neely J. and Mary Etta
N. B. and Eliza Hatcher Phippe. Bruce Baldridge, Flint, Michigan, group's Ceremonial Detachment
Browder Geens. He was a veteran
Mr.
will
Guy
be
guest artist for the MurBaldridge,
Rochester,
prominent Hickman countians. His
Mr. Halley was a brother of
of World War I and World War
wife, the former Irene Cason, pre- Michigan, Mr. Sheral Baldridge, ray State College Band Concert
II. He was a member of the Cayce Mrs. E. E. Hogg and Mrs. Claude ceded him in death several years Detroit, Michigan, and Mr. James on May 25.
Methodist Church, and Marshall Tucker, both of Fulton.
Baldridge, Los Angeles, California.
Finlay, who holds first chair
ago.
Funeral services
were held
Alexander Post No.i72 of Fulton.
Also, two daughters, Mrs. Marion with the Navy group, is also a
Survivors
sister,
include
Mrs.
a
He leaves a half-sister, Miss Monday at 3 p. m. at the Liberty
Oquin, Memphis Tennessee, Mrs. clinician, composer and educator
Mary Attebury of Cayce, and an Baptist Church near Folsomdale. C. W. Burrow of Fulton.
Marjorie McIntosh, Crosse Pointe, in his own right. He will appear
Funeral
were
services
held
at
aunt, Mrs. Nannie Watts, Fulton.
Michigan, one half-brother, Mr. in concert with the band and will
m.
Tuesday
10
the
a.
Smith
at
Funeral services were Saturday
Funeral Home in Jackson. Inter- Stanley Ragsdale, Obion, Tennes- perform several will known solos,
at 2:30 p. m. at the Cayce Methosee, and one half-sister, Mrs. Mary including "The Southern Cross"
ment was in Jackson.
dist Church. Rev. Norman Orr ofCrosby of Foley, Alabama. Mrs. by Herbert L. Clark.
ficated. Interment was in the
Finlay's concert appearance and
Baldridge had fifteen grandchilAuzie M. Beadles 68, retired
Cayce cemetery.
dren and .eight great-grandchil- clinic will be presented through
farmer of the Fulgham communidren. She was the daughter of the the courtesy of Timm's Music Co.
ty, died Wednesday afternoon May
late Lum Baldridge and Ada Rags- of Union City. Tennessee, and the
16 at 1:30 p. m. at the Mayfield
011ie Lee Bruce, 84. former dale Baldridge.
Fine Arts Department of Murray
Hospital following a brief illness.
Crutchfield resident, died Friday
Funeral services were held at State College.
Hutchens
May
the
night
18,
at
Survivors include two sons,
the First Methodist Church in
• It DRIVE-IN
Stanley M. Beadles of Fulton and Nursing Home.
Martin, Tennessee, at 3..p. m. with
GIRL GOVERNMENT!
'worves LW!,
SVMS'
He
was
Feb.
in
born
2,
1978
Hayford Beadles of Mayfield, two
the Reverend 0. A. Marrs officiatSouth Fulton's delegates to the
County,
Graves
Kentucky.
His
daughters, Mrs. Loretta Sherdian
ing. Burial was in the East Side sixteenth
annual Volunteer Girls'
LARGEST SCREEN
of Mayfield and Mrs. Delbert wife, the former Lonnie Fitzallen Cemetery with Jones- & Sons
State are Margaret Lee Cantrell
preceded
Inman,
him
He
in
death.
Hains of Bells City. Tenn., and
Funeral Home of Martin, Tennes- and Miss Linda
Kay Alexander.
IN THIS AREA!
was the son of the late John Vin- see, in charge.
nine grandchildren.
The all-girl government will becent and Mary Ellen Herring
services
Funeral
were
held
at
gin on May 27 and end June 2.
$1.00 Carload $1.00
Bruce.
the Jackson Chapel Methodist
Both young ladies are extremely
Survivors include 'three sons.
Church at 2:30 p. m. Friday with
active
in school activities at South
Claude Bruce of Minden, La.,
...Lin. Mon.Tues. May 27-28-29
the pastor, Rev. Smithmier crffici
0. J. Engle, 75, a retired farmer Fulton.
Clyde Bruce of Chicago, Charles
ating, assisted by Rev. Tommy
Bruce, of -India and a brother, and -father of Ed Engle of Fulton,
Perkins. Burial was In Ray's.cemeROUNDUP!
died May 21 in an Oklahoma City
Frank Bruce of Mayfield.
"SPIECTACULARI A
tery under the direction of Byrn
Willie Gilliland, 25, and Jerry
Funeral services were held at 2 hospital. He had major surgery
BIG PICTUREIrsdeas
Funeral Home of Mayfield.
-Peftwkk,lowed
p. m. Sunday at the Horribeak last week. He was a resident of Mac Cheatham gave the local police
a merry chase through West FulFuneral Home. Rev. J. F. McMinn Meeker, Okla.
ottO PREMiNSIR MUMS
Gaskill Funeral Chapel of Shaw.. ton last Saturday. The roundup
officiated. Interment
was in
nee, Oklahoma has charge of was like the old West except that'
Rock Springs Cemetery.
funeral arrangements. The service Gilliland and Cheatham were ridwill be at 10 a. m. Thursday' ing in a 1947 Chevrolet instead of
Miss Cora Dillon. 94, Fulton,
One (1) Show Each Nite
Route 1, diea. Saturday, May 19,
today, at St. Michael Church in being mounted on the Lone Rang...4.,irts 7:30 P. M.
Meeker and Interment will be in er. Both were bound over to the
at 7:10 a. m. at Jones hospital,
Grand Jury under bonds.
$1.00 Carload $1.00 following a king illness.
Charlie Hicks, Lynnville, Route the Meeker cemetery.
Survivors include his wife and
She was barn in Arkansas and 1. was found dead in a field near
was the daughter of the late Wil- his home Sunday morning, May six sons. all of whom were with
ed I hur
May 30-31
liam Thomas and Emily Gaskins 20. at 6 a. m. Coroner Coy Drew him when he died. The sons are:
Dillon. She had made her home of Mayfield was called to the Ed Engle of Fulton, Joe Engle of
"
Pampa, Texas, Martin Engle of 207 Commercial
Twist
Phone 58
with her niece, Mrs. Henry Sams scene.
San Francisco, Bill Engle of Los
and family, Fulton, Route 1, for
He was 61 and a farmer.
the past 20 years.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Angeles, Harold Engle of Tulsa, JAMES HAZELWOOD
Okla., and Ambrose Engle of
Chubby Checker
She leaves a niece, Mrs. Sams; Tina Opal Hicks; a son, Lyttle Meeker. Okla.
UAL KILLEBREW
three nephews, William Dillon, Charlie Hicks of Tri City; a broFulton, Route I, Glenn and Fort ther, Pat Hicks of Lynnville; two
—Slip
Covers; seat covers
ON TO COLORADO!
If You Like To Twist
Dillon of Crutchfield and several sisters, Mrs. Noel Guthrie of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper —Upholstering (all kinds:
Paris,
Taylor.
Mrs.
Hickman,
May
cousins.
•
FREE
modern and antique
will wind their way to Denver,
Tenn.
Twist In Our
Funeral services were held SunFuneral services were held at Colorado, in August to attend the —Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins
day at 3:30 p. m. at the Whitnel the Latta Day Saint Church of National Association of Postal
Concession
Funeral Home Rev. E. R. Bell, as- Tri City. Bro. Sylvester Fuller Supervisors Conventoin. Mr. and
Family Drive In of this Area
sisted by Rev. J. F. McMinn, of- officiated. Burial was in Walker Mrs. Roper recently attended the
ficiated. Burial under the direction Cemetery near Paris, with Jack- state convention at Berea. Mrs.
$1.00 Carload $1.00
of the Whitnel Funeral Home. was son Brothers of Dukedom in Roper is president of the auxiliary.
in Greenlea cemetery.
charge.

Julian Neely Geens

Ruble Halley, a clrpenter and
farmer of near Hickory, Ken
tucky, died
suddenly
Friday
morning May 18 while at work in
a truck patch near his home.
When he did not return home for
lunch, his wife went to see where
he was. She found him slumped
over under a tree. Death was due
to a coronary.

Annie M. Beadles

011ie Lee Brace

0.J.Eagle

EXODUS

Miss Cora Dillon

Charlie Nicks

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Around
The Clock"

VOTE FOR
FRANK A.
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Bible Reading Brings Rich Reward:
At South Fulion's Baptist Church
"I did not know the Old Testament is a modern book"! Statements such as this have been
heard from many at the South
Fulton Baptist Church who are
following the plan to "Read The
Bible Through in 1962".
The readings this week started
on Monday with Job 25 and goes
through Psalm 5 on Sunday. The
three sermons on Sunday at 8:30
a. m., 10:55 a. m., and 6:00 p. m.,
will be taken from the last 18
chapters of Job.

hearsay and speak from person,
experience: "Wherefore I abh
myself, and repent in dust an
ashes".
Job checked all the possibilitie
very carefully before he made hi
decision. He weighed up all th
gold and silver. He could measur
the pearls and rubies and preciou
stones. He knew their origin an
their destiny. Then he discovere
that which could not be put int
a test tube—God's wisdom an
understanding.

The messages Will draw on the
The Sunday School meets
victory of Job as he is seen to
9:45 a. m and the Training Unio
engage in a personal battle that
convenes at 5:00 p. m.
Is as up to date as tomorrow. He
came to the place that he could
The public is invited to atten
put aside gossip and theories and all the services of the church.

Animmosommommomb
Cemetery Lots For Sale
In Greenlea Cemetery
6 Grave Lot, $300.00
4 Grave Lot, $200.00
2 Single Grave Lots, Bought at Same
Time, $120.00
Single Grave Lot, $70.00
These Lots can be Financed through The
City National Bank
Greenlea Cemetery is a City Owned
and City Maintained Cemetery
For Further Information Contact
B. R. Baxter, City Manager, Fulton, Kentucky
Or
Hornbeak or Whitnel Funeral Home

Clearance t
all Wks Spriny
and,Sumtner Nets
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YOUR HELP WILL BE APPRECIATED
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY TUESDAY, MAY 29, 1962
Paid Adv: Paid for by Albert Wil son, Mayfield, Ky.
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Outdoor Drama Group Formed; Project
Could Bring Millions In "New Money"

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 24, 1962

New Way IN ith Hamburger

ing a few days with relatives here
Mrs. Elsori McGuire and JohnMrs. 0. F. Taylor
nie, also a friend of his of Fulton
1 were Sat, visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor' A. A. McGuire.
called on Mrs. H. A. Russell and
Mrs. Laura Matthews' sister of
family, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Aldrich Detroit is visiting her this week
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs, Edwin Carr visited
Our sympathy goes out to the in Paducah Sunday as guests of
families of Hub Wray and Mrs. their, children, Mr. and Mrs. HarNora Riggs, who passed away last old Carr.
Mrs. Thelma Puckett of Lone•
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman Oak spent a couple of days with
visited Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House her dad, W. L. Rowland last week
Sunday afternoon awhile. Mrs. His condition is unchanged.
The 0. F. Taylors were guest
House came home from the hospital one day last week and is in the McGUire home Sat, nigh'
awhile.
convalescing nicely.
Mrs7 Effie Hart of Water Valley
Mr: and Mrs. Jimmy Yates and
Renee of Fulton were Sun)ay is spending a few days with he!
guests of his parents, Mr. and niece, Mrs. -Ela House.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House an
Mrs. T. D. Yates.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited in the Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor calle
Herbie Ruddle home Friday after- on the Boaz Houses Sat. after
noon. .
noon.
Mrs. Ben Ragwell came home
from Paducah Wed., where she
Teacher: Class, N t t_t going
had been staying with her daugh- have a half day
of el.)01 thi
ter and family a few days.
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott and
Class: Wonderful!
girls returned to their home' in
Teacher: And we'l I have theBridgeport last week after spend- other half this afternoon.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

Kenlake Hotel, Ky., Max Hurt
of Murray, a national Woodman of
the World official, last Wednesday was elected president of an
organization to promote lakeside
drama in an amphitheater in
Kentucky Lake State Park.
Hurt, fraternal director of the
WOW, was elected head of the
organization at a meeting of about
90 persons interested in the program.
Other officers are Mrs. Jo Westpheling of Fulton and Bill Powell
of Paducah, vice presidents; Dr.
Raymond Roof, secretary; Bob
Long, Benton, treasurer.
The organization will arrange
for the writing of bylaws and articles of incorporation, and will
meet soon to elect directors and
permanent officers.
The group will seek to bring to
the amphitheater a professional
play on the order of the famous
"Wilderness Road," Berea, "The
Book of Job" at Pineville and
"Unto These Hills" at Cherokee,
S. C., at the foot of the Smoky

Mountains.
-is there," he said, adding that the
Gov. Bert T. Combs recently Bardstown drama had a net propromised to build a $75,000 out- fit of $45,000 the first year and
door theater in a cup-like depres- in spite of a losing season due to
sion near the bath house of Ken- inclement weather "we are still]
tucky Lake State Park.
operating in the black."
The theater will be in a wooded
Cauble said that at Berea merarea, and spectators will look-upon chants suffered a blow when Wila stage built with the back to derness Road closed. He said reKentucky Lake. The stage will be tail sales dropped 20 per cent benear the water's edge.
low what they had been before
The association, which
was the show opened, and urged the
spearheaded by Mrs. Westpheling, new organization here "to make
Fulton newspaper and radio ex- sure that you present a profesecutive, will start immediately to sional play."
raise approximately $40,000 necHe said the treater. in New York
essary to have the play written by is suffering, but that such presena professional and presented in tations are making money out in
the theater.
the country.
Mrs. Westpheling said that she
Mrs. Westpheling already has
It's a mistake to think of ground of hot crusty bread, or squares of
conferred with Kermit Hunter, au- hoped the money could be raised
beef as a "Just-for-the-family^ kind freshly baked cornbread, a pitcher,
thor of another famous outdoor in the following manner:
of..meat, or as a 'burger to put be- of cold milk, and a fruit dessert.
$150,000 in pledges from the
drama, "Unto These Hills" which
tween a bun. "Lowly hamburger"
Mexicali Meatball*
is presented annually at Cherokee general public with 10 per cent can be the basis for any number 1%
pounds ground beet
of the money to be paid the first
of intriguing dishes, all with top 14 cup rice
National Park.
1 medium-sirs onion, choppea
popularity ratings.
year; $10,000 from industry and
It has been proposed that Hun(about S6 op)
Skillet-quick to fix, "Mexicali
other businesses especially inter1
teaspoon salt
ter consider writing of a pageant
Meatballs" is a rousing dish with % teaspoon
ested in promoting the area; $10,Worcestershire
embracing the life or highlights of
a
piquant
flavor.
... a hearty supDash pepper
000 from an opening for which
1 can (12 ounces) V-8
per ware to win enthusiastic apthe career of Alben W. Barkley.
patron seats would be sold at a
6
small
all.
hInl, sliced (4 cops)
provaL Everything cooks in one
This theme is not definite, howcup shredded mild process eheeSe
premium price of about $10; $5,pan in this exciting recipe . . . IA1 can
(12 ounces) whole kernel
ever, because there has been
000 to $6,000 from advertising and
your meet, your sauce, and your
eons.
drained
strong sentiment for a musical or
vegetables.
other revenue from the drama
Combine beef, rice. IA cep
some other story more suited to
In a skillet, which can go right onion, salt, Worcestershire,
program itself.
and
to the table if you like, you com- pepper; toss lightly.
outdoor presentation.
bine soft savory meatballs, a 12 meatballs. Pour V-8 Form into
At the meeting John Cauble,
into
large
creamy.rich. cheese flavored V-11 frying pea; add
business manager of the Stephen
meatballs, re
sauce, sliced zucchini squash, and maining IA cup °Rion,
CAYCE NEWS
Foster Drama Association, spoke
whole kernel corn. This zesty and cheese. Cover and zucchini,
Mr.. utarice Rondurant
to the organizational group and
supper-in-a-skillet is fast and Se" 30 to 40 minutes, turningsimmer
urged the people of Western Kenvorsocos, one that should make balls occasionally. Add oorn;meat.
ooze.
tucky to get solidly behind the
many repeat appearances on your Untie socking 6 minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bonderant
If detable by popular demand.
move to present outdoor drama. and Mrs. Emma Brown spent last
sired, remove cover for last raw
With "Mexioall Meatballs" you minutes to allow MGM to
He said the play would be a great weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Leonthicken.
might serve thick buttered slices Makes g servings.
attraction for tourists, and would ard Binford and Mrs. Lena Robbe a vital part of Kentucky's ertson of Purfico, Mo.
thriving program to step-up tour• It's true..,you wear this amazMrs. Mary Cruce spent last' Hotel guest: Is
this coffee or
ist travel.
Riding instructor:. What kind of
ing new Sonotone hearing aid ALI/
week visiting relatives in Flor- tea? It tastes like
turpentine.
Cauble said that such a drama ence, Ala.
IN YOUR EARI No cord, nothing
; saddle do you want—one with a
Waitress: It must be tea, because
could bring $750,000 or more into
worn anywhere else. The smallest
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis. our coffee tastes like kerosene. horn or one without?
Sonotone ever, it weighs only
the area in "new money" every
weekend
with
the
spent
Tenn.,
I don't care If your name is
half an ounce, including battery.
Dude: Without, I guess. There
year. He compared this to the
Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mr. and Sugarfoot. Get you.- toe out of my doesn't seem to be much traffic
of a major industry.
SONOTONE landing
Chester
Mrs.
Wade.
tea.
around here.
He said that at Bardstown the
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver
Stephen Foster Story organization
Memphis,
OF PADUCAH
spent
Ken
Tenn.,
and
of
paid out $90,000 a year in payroll
120 S. 5th St.
Box 1133
and that the bulk of this money the weekend with Mrs. Saidie
Bondurant and dance.
was spent "right there in BardsBatteries, hearing aid supplies:
Those spending Mother's Day
town."
with Mrs. Ella Holly were, Mr.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"More children of Bardstown
403 Lake St.
Fulton, Hy. people are able to go to college and Mrs. Earl Holdman and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Holly and
because the Stephen Foster Story Wendell
of Hickman, Ky., Mrs.
Cecil Cruce and Donna of Milan.
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Jones
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Pruett and Howard of St.
Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Stayton
and family and Mrs. Montey
Oliver and Monette of Fulton
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
Donna of Milan, Tenn.. visited
Mrs. Mary Cruce Sunday.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson spent
Sat. in Paducah, Ky., with Mr.
and Mrs. Don Schoonover. Mrs.
Schoonover and Mary Ann were
former roommates in Murray College.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson enjoyed a nice dinner at Reelfoot
Lake Sunday.
Mrs. E.. W. Bethel of Fulton
spent the weekend with her mother, Mrs. Bessie Allen.
Mrs. Dorothy Laster and son,
Gary, of Paducah. Ky., spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wice
Fuller, Jean and LaDatha.
Election Tuesday, May 29, 1962
Keith Menees, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Menees, celebrated his
eighth birthday. May 4, at his
home. Several of his friends were
• lit MAI • YAMIAUIJ &SIX IC. Ptak Mg
present with a cake baked by his
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
grandmother, Mrs. J. C. Menees
Everyone had a grand time

'THAT'S ALL?'

Sample Ballot
OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

Republican Party
Election Tuesday, May 29, 1962

FOR UNTTED STATES SENATOR
Dr. Thin-mai-1.J. Hamlin
London, Ky.

Sample Ballot

Thruston B. Morton
Louisville, Ky.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

I, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County
Court, certify that the above is a copy of the ballot
to be voted on in the Primary Election to be held in
Fulton County on Tuesday. May 29, 1962.

Democratic Party

COUNTY CLERK

gam assi also • nes

(Regular Term)
(Vote for One)

James Logan Delk _ _
Frankfort, Ky.

El
LI
111

Marion Vance
Glasgow, Ky.
Wilson W. Wyatt
Louisville, Ky.

the tops of all convertibles

Joe: What's the best way to
catch a rabbit?
Tim: I don't know, what?
Joe: Stand behind a tree and
sound like a carrot.
Jim: Why did the baker stop
making doughnuts?
Freida. I don't know, why?
Jim: He got tired of the hole
business.

ia

ttamot.madt`.:

This Chain Saw is

people buy Pontiacs for the bottom.

FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

TOPS

First District
Frank A. Stubblefield
Murray, Ky.
Noble J. Gregory
Mayfield, Ky.

El
El

4114

Compact, perfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!

I. Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County
Court, certify that the above is a copy of the ballot
to be voted on in the Primary Election to be held
in Fulton County on Tuesday. May 29, 1962.

nd GMCM

IMMT —CM= TEM CM

0103

raw

Miv11111... 01104 ACCIOCKTI. / Stint SkMRtk NOTORS EMI. IT .1

•.011.1), F.. 0,10. 3.-CCT.f•

A lot of people buy Pontiacs just because they're Pontiacs. Dandy. Even better "becauses," though,
NOM ELITE
As Low As $3.45
171..1.7
`Wa•—e•' Weekly after small
down payment.

(

BIIIINETTE
COUNTY CLERK

are just about the same...

TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth at.

are a Poatiac's good looks, its superb Wide-Track handling, its way of shortening tedious trips.
Try one. It's a refresher course in how an automobile really should be. Wide-Track Pontiac
SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER FOR A IhIDE CHOICE 01 0,10E 11,ACKS AND GOOD USED CARS, TOO

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 West State Line

South Fulton, Tenn.

TUCKY, WHERE THE LISTS
WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE
FOR THEIR EXAMINATION.
ON TO HIGH SHOOL!
Road.
45)
Mayfield-Fulton
(US
Requests for proposals should
The Commencement exercises
County Line to be made to:
.4 Milton Elementary School will from the Hickman
distance
Fulton,
of
a
of
N.
C.
L.
be at Bells Chapel CME Church 1.477 miles; Bituminous Concrete Mrs. Bettie Barter, Division of
Contract Controls, Department of
Fsriday evening, May 25, at 8 p. m.
Highways, State Office Building.
The Commencement speaker will Surface Class L
Clin:
20-4—The
Co..
SP
Carlisle
Frankfort, KentuckyRobert T. Hawkins, a graduate
(US
51
Wickliffe
&
ton-Bardwell
Request for plans should be
itudent of the University of Illi62) Road from N. C. L. of Bard- made to:
lois, Carbondale. Illinois.
over
I
bridge
of
north
end
to
well
- Mr. Kavanaugh Inman, Division
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN Mayfield Creek at the Ballard
Design. Department of Highrunty DEPARTMENT OF County Line, a distance of 4.973 of
ways, State Office Bldg. FrankIHGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON- miles. Bituminous Concrete Sur- ' fort, Kentucky.
TRACTORS.
la ce Class I.
Department of Highways
Sealed bids will be receive,d by
The attention of prospective bid- I Frankfort, Kentucky
'he Department of Highways at acts is called to the prequalificaMay 10,1962
ts office, Frankfort. Kentucky, tion requirements, necessity for
intil 10:00 A. M. Eastern Stand- iecuring certificate of eligibility,!
td Time on the 1st day of June.
speciaj provisions covering;
WE .ENT - 962. at which time bids will he •iiiii-lettint or assigning the con.ublicy opened and ri ad for the fract and the Department's reguHospita! ben rnprovement of:
!ation which prohibits the issuance,
SP GROUP 3 (196?)
of proposals after 9:00. A. M.
Baby beds
SI' 42-288 -- The EASTERN STANDARD TIME on ,
Grave
Vacuum Cleaners
‘fayfield-Fultun
451 Fioa I riay of the opening of bids.
polisherFloor
tom N. C. L. of Wingo extending
NOTE: A CHARGE OF $2.06
lortheasterly. a distance of 1.356 WILL BE MADE FOR EACH
mit.s. Bituminous Concrete Sur- PROPOSAL.
REMITTANCE
WADE FURN Cu
'ace Class I.
MUST ACCOMPANY REQUEST
Graves Co., SP 42-288 — The STiR PRCYPOSAL FORMS RE- 'none 1r3
Fulton. Ky.
ljayfteld-Fiqton (
MO. Road FUNDS V'ILL NOT BE MAD)rom N. C. L. of Wing° to S. C. I.. FOR ANY REASON.
1 Wingo, a distmice of 0:200 mile.
Further information, bidding
lituminous
Ccmcrete
Surface proposals, etcetera, will be furnish:lass I.
ed upon app rication to the FrankGraves Co.. SP 42-288 — The fort Office, The right is reserved
VTayfield-Fulton (US 45) Eoad to reject any and all bids and to
For Every Occasion
Prom S. C. L. of Wingo to the waive technicalities.
liekrinan County Line. a distance
NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT CALL IIALI.MARK greeting Cards
RYTE.X "Personalised"
if 6.853 miles. Bituminous Con- DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
- tete Surface Class I:'
FOR LISTS OF CONTRACTORS
Stationery
Hickman Co.. SP 53-89 — The PURCHASING PROPOSALS. IN11ayfield-Fulton (US 45) Road TERESTED PERSONS MAY SE'ram the Graves County Line toi CURE THIS INFORMATION BY
'he Fulton County Line, a distance CALLING IN PERSON AT THE Phone 20-J
Fulton
tf 3.351 miles. BituThinous Con- DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS, RITES and SUNDAYS'PliONE
tete Surface Class I.
DIVISION OF CONTRACT CON20-R or 247
"Fulton Cn . SP 38-87 — The TROLS, FRANKFORT. KEN-
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When It.

Real Estate ut Fulton
— bee --CHARLES W BURROW'

BEST
and

CLEANEST
'ZED FURNITURE

FLOWERS

Scott's Floral Shoppe

019 Walnut

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric "loor poi!: ?.r
and electric vacuum cleaners 7.xchange Furniture A.

felon*. 61

• n Loans
Conventional [mars
FT IA 1..tati..
,ery best selection of

RAYMOND POPE,
owner of the Clear View Ranch near
limits, Oklahoma. A director of
the National Cowboy Nall of Fame,
he Is owner of the world
champion Brangus Bull, says,

real

i.XCHANQF
f;f ,,

r

12
SR

fr

for 'ale at all

%THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

TROMALE
buy It 4

TV ANTENNA-7: We install—
de-repair Br,. move. Get our
es. We service all makes TV.
ie 2)7. Ft(
'el
sio •

PC

9 Proof

$1:45
1

We 'ant keep you out of It
but with on
of our Low Cost, three
payment Plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES
We can he at your sole
Immediately
Our Ad luster Carries Hie
Check Book!

Pint

MELLOW-MASH

Yellowsto
ne
The Greatest American Whiskey

Wick Smith Agency
14 Dour Serytee
Phone 62 — Nights 160

wENTuoo SIRAwliT BOURBON.

&100PROCif BOI1LEB111-110NO
B01410 BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO.,1.0UiSVIU.E-OWENSISAO. MY,

IIMIIIMIBM11011031111/111111111111/(MIN/IMMIIW

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CAI.LING COLLECT

•

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

IN SO. FULTON, TENN.
ACRES OF FREE PARKING

For pec?!.2 who demand Quality...
and don't mind paying a bit Icss.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

8 am

9 pm. Week. Day&

STORE HOURS
SUN.- 12 Noon -9 pm.

"Mr. Democrat" Sam Rayburn said to
Noble Gregory: "You have Character...
Good Judgment... that makes you the
fine Congressman you are."
A fellow congressman should know better than anyone else. The

PORK

t JOWL SLICED

SAUSAGE
TAS rv
BOLOGNA

3 Lbs. _
3 Lbs.

_ $1.00 BACON 3 Lbs.
END - PIECES
$1.00 BACON 3 Lbs. _ _ _

FRYERS

59c STEAK
Lb.
s11
•-• PRO1 I ( 11I'CK
59c STEAK
LB.

together. The letter to Marion was written after the 1958 election.

79c
$1.00

KELLY'S BAR-B-Q

SPAGHETTI

alp, Apra keep 71teenni
roma, of Pgreseatatibre
Bonham, Texas
December 27, 19158

Dear Marlon,

Them& you for your gracious note at
adgcat 33. It hes been a great pleasure to serve
with you throughout the years you have been a
Member of Si.. Smile of Representatives, and I
thank you for your courtesies and help on all
occasions. You have character and good joimment
vhich helps to aske you the fine Congreammia you

Thanks for your note of'
December 18th.• I appreciate hav.laig a
letter from you and hop* that you are
still completely recovered.
One of the disappointing
things to in. is the probability of
Noble not being in the 86th Cong;rena•
With every good wish for you,
X's

49c
95c
59c

$1.59

PLYMOUTH

SPREAD 24 oz. _ _
SPENCER STUFF QUEEN
OLIVES Jar
MISS DIXIE
MILK 3 Tall Cans

39c P-NUT
BUTTER 24 oz. _ _ 59c
DEL MONTE
TUNA
45c POTATO
3 Cans
95c
_ 39c CHIPS Lb. Bag
59c

C1RTON OF 6
Dear Noblest

SERVES FAMILY
OF 4 - TAKES
MIN. TO FIX

MARY MAESTRI'S

PLYMOUTH SAND.

10 LB. BAG

COKES__ 19c

SUGAR __ 89c

WITH $3.00 PURCHASE

WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

SHORTENING

GET
BOTH
WITH
$8.00
PUR.

LADY ALICE

SPRY
3 Lb. Can
(To%
F RLFAF POWDER
MILK 10 at. Box
SACRAMENTO
COCKTAIL 4 - 303 Cans

79c ICE MILK 3 - 1-2 Gal. _ _ $1.00
VELVEETA
89c CHEESE 2 Lb.
89c
MORRELL
95c SNACK 12 oz.
39c

Imre,
Since

y you

MTh. Noble 7. Omar,
glayfield„
Kamtudky

CATSUP
BANANAS
SACRAMENTO

Speaker Rayburn recognized that NOBLE GREGORY has GOOD JUDGMENT, CHARACTER, EXPERIENCE,INTEGRITY and CONCERN ...in his language,"a fine Congressman." What better recommendation could a man have for this position?
A VOTE FOR

NOBLE J. GREGORY
Is a vote for the type Congressman described by Speaker Rayburn.
signed:

Paducah Citizens for Noble J. Gregory
(Paid Adv.)

100 KINDS SAND. MEATS
Kr,
. I 1KE.

PORK
& BEANS 10 14 oz. $1.00 PORK 10 oz.
▪ ORK SI blip:
KI Ills VIENNA
CHEESE 2 Lbs.
69c
SAUSAGE
5 Cans
DAIRY BRAND
KELLY'S POTTED
BUTTER
Lb.
59c MEAT 6 - 3 1-2 oz.

The letter to Noble was written during their period of service

Monorails Noble J. Oregory
Same of Rispresentativell
Wash.ingtaa, D. C.

OVER

I MDT DEEP BROWN

That great statesman wrote the following letters to friends he
respected.

gloom,

-

FRANKS
FISH Lb.
NiGIIII) 1.1 ('AN 2 Lb. Bag _- 89c IICAT
IM BI KG ER
PICNICS 3 Lb.
$1.99 MEAT 3 Lbs.

as any other man in all history, should be the best judge of all.

With every good vials to you, I ea

89c
69c

('TR.(UTS

DIG

for more than four ddcades and Speaker for more than twice as long

Iii,Romiwors Berms
?Loner 'V rerewerdaltstite A-11
P"41•41imill-C.
Mien 31, 1957

LB.

SWIVI"S l'ROTEN ROUND

BACON
Lb. Pkg. _
'..1111
P1:01 I.\
CHUCK ROAST

MARKET MADE SALADS

late Speaker Rayburn, who was the unquestioned leader of the House

25c

WHOLE

REF:LFOOT

$1.00
_ $1.00

Earle Shoup, Chairman
Tim Taylor, Secretary

PEACHES

ARGO
14 oz. Bot.

GRIFFIN STRAWBERRY

4 - 2 1-2

_ $1.00 I PRESERVES
GOLDEN
RIPE
LB.

10c
10c

18 oz.

39c

RED
TOES
FRESH

5 aIDA
i
25 Lb.
D
99c F
ORANGES
PUND
3 For __ $1.00 5FORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

PIGGLY
WIGGLY

WHERE SHOPPING IS A
PLEASURE - AIR COOLED
FOR YOUR COMFORT!

59c
59c

w,
hi
PC
er
K.
co
in
Fr

